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insurance, but none the less real.

We arc not satisfied that there is such a parity 
between the need for life insurance and that for 
overcoats and shoes, as is implied in the above A 

cannot do without a pair of shoes at any 
without suffering a painful consciousness of 

this lack every moment he is out of doors, and in 
winter the man with no overcoat, or no shoes is a 
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Although not individually solicited to buy these 
articles, he cannot take up a newspaper, nor can he 
walk along a leading street without being solicited 
to buy “an overcoat or a pair of shoes. This 
solicitation by advertisements, by circulars, by 
temptations presented in store windows goes on
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perpetually, it involves heavy expenses
is public confidence in life insurance I (a|j proportionately upon himself, as these expense -

add to the price of goods, just as the cost of acqu.r- 
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The above question is asked and answered m A ccrtain amount of clothing for ptotec-
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insurance company that results in a policy being ^ dependents. The over-sanguine hope of
written is a manifestation of confidence in uie insur- - |hat fortunatL. class deters some from
ance, therefore public confidence is necessarily pro- £ ,„e in,lirance. Another deterrent is the
portionate to the total amount of such transactions. disinclination of most men to contemplate

The defect in public confidence is declared to b < incvitab|e end of life. Hence, not only is life 
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chamre a little of his money, were the actual prize. ave”'°"
From this condition it is argued that. "If the con- one with Qur contemporary in regard-
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able to confer, were proportionate to k drawback to the progress of life
totals of their dealing., the company very rson who is told of a certain com

be the natural objects of insurance. ■ uncertain of life, is apt
now run 1 pany being dangerous, risay, u 

The ex- 1 to generalize the statement, especially if he hears,
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which they are 
the enormous 
and the agent would 
solicitation, instead of the prospect who is 
to cover, like the game in a fox hunt.
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